MODEL No.

BP-14LN

Designed for exclusive use on all LIC series tools
3.0 Ah Capacity

SPECIFICATIONS

Output voltage : 14.4 VDC
Capacity : 3.0 Ah
Type : Lithium Ion
Charge time :
25 min (80% capacity)
40 min (100% capacity)

SIZE

107 (L) x 63 (H) x 80 (W) mm

WEIGHT

570 g

FEATURES

The BP-14LN is developed for IZUMI LIC-Series.
Environmentally friendly : contains no hazardous substances.
Light weight : weighs only 65% compared with BP-70EI Ni-Cad battery.
No memory effect : it can be charged at anytime.
Low self discharge rate : Longer shelf life because of low self discharge rate.
New slide in battery installation : gives more secure connection with the tool and quick and easy connection and removal.

BP-14LN life expectancy is more than 300% in comparison with Ni-Cad and Ni-metal battery, BP-70E, BP-70MH etc.

BP-70E : 600 recharges
BP-70MH : 600 recharges
BP-14LN : more than 1800 recharges.

REMARKS

* The battery has a limited life. When capacity becomes about 1/2 of the original capacity, the battery should be replaced.

* If the battery is stored without being charged, natural drainage will cause the power to be reduced. Be sure to charge the battery every 3 months.

* When the battery is used for the first time, the battery will need to be fully charged before use.

* Cycles per charge will vary depending on the type and size of the material being cut or compressed.